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Instructions: The Emotional Journey Process

Download the audio and script at www.kevinbillett.org/book-bonus

Your partner should be sitting comfortably with eyes closed. If you have used 
Th e Gentle Welcome Process, start with the strongest emotion your partner 
uncovered. Otherwise, to directly access a strong emotion, ask them with eyes 
closed, to look down inside their body and sense into what they are really feeling. 
Once they have accessed a strong, or reasonably strong emotion, you can contin-
ue reading below. Make sure your parter names the feeling at every level. 

Intention:
Th at you allow your emotions to be fully felt and deepen, allowing increasingly 
deep emotions to be experienced until you open in your essence, Source. Th en 
that you verbally empty out any words associated with an old hurt or trauma, and 
forgive and resolve that issue. 
Time:
60 to 90 minutes
Emotional level:
Emotional to deeply emotional
What you need:
Quiet space. Pen and paper. Tissues
At the end:
Break of 30 minutes or so

Exercise 9: Th e Emotional Journey Process

Bring all awareness to this feeling and just let it grow… Open and welcome it fully…

Where in your body is this emotion strongest? Where do you feel it?

Just allow all the feeling to come fl ooding… Really welcome it… As you let the 

feeling grow stronger… ask yourself… What’s beneath this?… What’s in the core 

of it?… And feel yourself relaxing and opening right into it… Welcoming it all…    

Just open into or drop into whatever is beneath… (It may not be what you are ex-

pecting, so just stay open and let it reveal itself now)…

9
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So, what are you feeling?…

Great… thank you…

Note: Keep repeating the highlighted sections above, dropping through to 
the next level and the next until your partner opens into Source, essence. Th e 
non-highlighted section in parentheses is optional; use it occasionally. Once in 
Source, reassure your partner, tell them they are doing a great job and let them 
rest here for approximately 15 to 30 seconds, then continue with the Campfi re. 
Source may be called many names, and will be boundary-less. It will have a vast 
quality such as absolute freedom; silence; unlimited peace; eternal; eternity; God; 
unlimited love; unconditional love; boundlessness; all that is; consciousness; pure 
being; awareness; emptiness; vastness, etc. It is normally experienced inside and 
outside the body, or in an ‘everywhere and nowhere’ way that makes it unlocat-
able, omnipresent.

Campfi re

Imagine a campfi re... the nature of which is vast boundlessness, unconditional love and 

absolute freedom. Imagine a younger you sitting at this fi re... Now picture the present 

you sitting at the fi re... Also at this fi re is a mentor whose wisdom you trust - it can be 

someone you know or would like to know… a saint, a sage, or someone born of your 

imagination… someone in whose divine presence you feel safe, and whose views on life 

and living it fully are free, expansive and wise... Now bring to the fi re the specifi c people 

who are involved with your issue... Regarding any limiting memories or beliefs around 

depression, or closing to or resisting life, who else should be at this campfi re?... [Give 

time. Let answer]

Can you see the campfi re?... Can you see the younger you?... The present you?... The 

mentor?... Who else is here?... [Let answer. Write down names so you can refer to them 

specifi cally, i.e. mother, father, loved one, teacher, etc.]… Of the people involved with 

your issue, to which one or two would you like to speak? [Let answer]… Good... And to 

whom would you like to speak fi rst?...

Instruction: Go through all points 1-13 for each person spoken to, 

i.e., recycle through points 1-13 if a second person is addressed 
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1. Everyone is now sitting in the protective presence of this fi re of unconditional love, 

acceptance and freedom. The younger you may have experienced a great deal of pain 

in the past that resulted in some shutting down or some resistance. Let the younger 

you speak now from that previous pain, saying what really needs to be said, and letting 

________ [Name of person spoken to] hear what really needs to be heard ... [Let answer 

fully]

2. Knowing that ________ was probably doing the best they could with the resources 

they had at the time, let them reply out loud... [Let answer]

3. Does the younger you have anything to reply to that?... [Let answer fully]

4. If ________ were to reply, not from the level of the personality, but from a deeper level, 

what might they say?... [Let answer]

5. Does the younger you have anything to reply to that?... [Let answer fully and keep 

emptying out in this way until fully empty. When everything that needs to be said has 

been said, continue]

6. Does the mentor have anything to add?... [Let answer]

7. What does the present you have to say to ________?... [Let answer fully]

8. What would ________ reply from a deeper level?... [Let answer fully]

9.  Does anyone have anything more to add?... [Let answer. Keep emptying out in this 

way until empty, then continue with Change Memory section]

Change Memory

Instruction: Elicit each individual memory

10. What memories come to mind where you have felt shut down in some way to life, to 

circumstances or to your own emotions... when you hid or put on a blanket or covering 

to protect you? Are there times that you held back and played small, or began closing 

down to life itself? ... Are there memories of others’ negativity undermining you or hurt-

ing you? ... Or are there times when, to avoid your real feelings, you blanked them or 

blocked them out?... Just let me know what memories of this type you recall…

Instruction: Be encouraging. Get partner to describe each memory 

fully, then write down a word or short phrase of reference to describe 

each one
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Great… Thank you… So now put these memories up on a screen on the wall, and let 

them play out to the end, the way they played out at that time… Allow each one to 

complete, and then let the screen go blank and just nod your head to let me know when 

it is done… [Give time]… Great…

Now, as you sit peacefully at this fi re, ask yourself or your mentor what kind of internal 

resources you could have used which would have been helpful at that time … [Give time 

to come up with resourceful states. Be encouraging and suggest empowering qualities 

as necessary] 

Now go ahead and put these resources into a balloon bouquet and hand them to the 

younger you letting the younger you breathe in these qualities, letting them suffuse the 

whole body. Now let the younger you step back onto the screen and see and experience 

the way the scene would have happened if you’d had access to these resources at that 

time… [Give time]…

So what happened this time?… How was it different?… [Let answer]…

Instruction: Use the same balloons for each memory, playing them 

anew, one at a time, from this empowered experience. When all 

memories have been replayed, continue below.

Now let the younger you step down from the screen and rejoin you at the campfi re.

Belief Elicitation and Sweep-clean

11. Now come back to the campfi re and ask yourself: if there were some unhealthy 

beliefs that you picked up along the way, what might they be? Sometimes we absorb 

disempowering beliefs, ideas, and concepts through people’s actions, words, socie-

ty’s conditioning or through our own experience. If there were any remaining unhealthy 

views on life and living it fully, what might they be? 

Instruction: Write down each disempowering belief, then, once the list 

is complete, repeat each one briefl y to your partner before moving on

And now just ask the mentor to step inside the body of the younger you and sweep you 

completely clean of these old limiting beliefs, and any other unhealthy beliefs that may be 

present. Let the mentor sweep them out, wash them out, vacuum them out… whichever 

is appropriate… Just experience how it feels as a complete spring-clean of those old 

issues takes place… And make sure the mentor gets into all the dark corners and hidden 
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or secret places… cleaning everything out at a cellular level… right into the core of your 

cells… into the DNA itself… and even deeper, right down to the level of consciousness… 

to the spaces between the spaces… [Give time]… And when this feels absolutely com-

plete you can let me know by nodding your head… [Give plenty of time]… Great!

Now, if the mentor were to speak from the place of absolute freedom and could sug-

gest some supportive, empowering and integrative truths that would allow you to live 

in a more empowered and free way, what would the mentor suggest?… [Read old and 

then elicit new and empowering truths as antidotes. Give time. Let answer]... Great!... 

So just allow the mentor to install these new, healthy truths into every cell of the body... 

Just experience how it feels as the mentor infuses every fi ber of your being with these 

brand new, wholesome realizations... drenching, fi lling, renewing all of consciousness 

with positivity and health... 

And when this is complete you can let me know [Give suffi cient time]... Fabulous!... 

Thank you.

Final Forgiveness

12. Now, having experienced such a deep sweep-clean, a clear out on all levels and 

having learned what you have learned, ask the younger you to speak to the person at 

the campfi re… and even though this person’s previous beliefs may have been very dis-

empowering… and even though their previous behavior may not have been acceptable 

by any standards… and even if you in no way condone their behavior or beliefs, are you 

willing to completely and utterly forgive them?... Now go ahead and forgive them from 

the bottom of your heart ... [Let them voice forgiveness out loud]

13. When the present you is ready now… even though this person’s previous behavior 

may not have been acceptable by any standards, and even if you in no way condone 

their behavior or beliefs, are you willing to completely and utterly forgive them from 

the bottom of your heart?”... Now go ahead and forgive them... [Let voice forgiveness 

out loud]… You can even make a prayer that somehow they will fi nd self-forgiveness. 

Go ahead and forgive all those at the campfi re, sending them blessings. Allow them to 

merge into the fi re, which is the infi nite source of all life. Then turn to the younger you 

and say: “I promise you will never have to experience this again. I forgive you for any pain 

that was caused, and for not having access to these expanded realizations at that time, 

and you can always have access to them any time now. I love you and will always pro-

tect you.”... Then hugging the younger you, let yourself merge, become one, allowing 
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the younger you to grow up inside the body of the present you with this forgiveness, 

this completion and all these internal resources inside... [Give time]… Turning to the 

mentor, thank him/her... Now come back to the present and we will continue. Allow 

awareness to expand spaciously in front, vastly behind and openly to all sides, opening 

as an ocean of presence.

Future Integration

Having learned what you’ve learned, having experienced what you’ve experienced, open 

into the consciousness of you a day from now… feel how you are feeling… breathe how 

you are breathing… How are you feeling?… Knowing that you are _____ [Source], im-

agine a situation arising that would have triggered your old issue around depression. 

What does _____ [Source] say to it?… See how you are handling it now… What kind of 

things are you doing?… Saying?… Feeling?… How do you feel about yourself?

Now see yourself a week from now… open into the consciousness… feel how you are 

feeling… breathe how you are breathing… How are you feeling?... Imagine some old 

issue appearing… What does _____ [Source] say to it?… How are you handling it?… 

What do you look like?… What kind of things are you saying to yourself?… What kinds 

of actions are you taking?… How are you feeling?…

Step into the future a month from now and open into the consciousness, feel how you 

are feeling, breathe how you are breathing, how are you feeling?... What if that old sit-

uation was to arise?… How are you handling it? What does _____ [Source] say to it?… 

Are you feeling free, confi dent and light?… What are you saying to yourself?… What are 

you doing?… How does your body feel?…

Now open into the consciousness of you six months down the line. How are you feeling, 

about yourself, about freedom, about life in general?…

Now step into the future a whole year from now, getting a full sense of how it feels to 

be you, to be alive and thriving as you are… Breathe how you are breathing a year from 

now… and feel how you are feeling… What are you feeling?… Are any of the old issues 

arising, or are you feeling free, healthy and on purpose?... And if one of the old triggers 

of depression were to show up in life, how differently would you respond now?... Is 

handling things a breeze?… Great…

Now step into the future fi ve years from now… open into the consciousness of you fi ve 

years down the line… Feel how you are feeling… What are you doing differently these 

days?... How are you communicating differently… to yourself… and to others?… How 
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does your body feel?… How are you feeling about yourself… your life… the future?…

Now, staying connected to the future you, to the source of you fi ve years from now… 

breathing that way… feeling that way… your cells vibrating at that enhanced level… just 

ask the future you to give some advice to the present you. Let the free, wise future you 

ten years from now, share some words of wisdom on how to be ... what to believe ... 

giving practical advice on what to do to revel in your new life… how to stay open, con-

nected, alive… free … [Give time. Let answer]… Great, thank you…

So, knowing that you will only be able to open your eyes as soon as all parts of you are 

completely integrated and agreed that the realization, the freedom, the health that is 

here can only grow and deepen over time, and when all parts of you are agreed that this 

can take place perfectly, naturally of its own accord, effortlessly and gracefully, then you 

can softly open your eyes now, when you are ready.

Great job! Beautiful process… Congratulations!

�

As with the Physical Journey, please now allow a little quiet time so the results 
of this process can begin to integrate. You may feel some temporary shakiness, 
wooziness or slight disorientation as your body adjusts to the emotional and 
physical shift that has just taken place - remember, this is absolutely normal, 
and in fact is a positive signal that transformation is happening.  Th ese eff ects 
will pass of their own accord, normally within an hour to a few hours, so there 
is nothing specifi c that you need to do. Just relax and let things resolve naturally, 
automatically. You can support yourself while this takes place by getting some rest 
and eating easily digestible food - something plain and simple and soothing - and 
maybe by taking a warm bath or shower. Th en your body can focus on what it 
knows how to do: healing.

And when this re-adjustment is complete you will likely feel as if something 
deep has shifted, like a weight has been lifted or a tension released internally. 
Th ese, again, are positive signs that signifi cant shift has taken place. 

Give yourself some time, preferably at least 24 hours, before undergoing the 
next introspection. Th en please keep going. You are making great progress and 
there is still some work to do. 


